Welbourn C of E Primary School
‘Believe, Excite, Succeed, Together’
Music Long Term Plan 2020
Autumn
POS

Spring

Summer

EYFS
ELG 16 Exploring and using media and materials: Children sing songs, make music
and dance, and experiment with ways of changing them. They safely use and
explore a variety of materials, tools and techniques, experimenting with colour,
design, texture, form and function.
ELG 17 Being imaginative: Children use what they have learnt about media and
materials in original ways, thinking about uses and purposes. They represent their
own ideas, thoughts and feelings through design and technology, art, music,
dance, role play and stories.
Key Stage 1
Pupils should be taught to:
use their voices expressively and creatively by singing songs and speaking chants and rhymes
play tuned and untuned instruments musically
listen with concentration and understanding to a range of high-quality live and recorded music
experiment with, create, select and combine sounds using the inter-related dimensions of music.
Key stage 2
Pupils should be taught to sing and play musically with increasing confidence and control. They should develop
an understanding of musical composition, organising and manipulating ideas within musical structures and
reproducing sounds from aural memory.
Pupils should be taught to:

play and perform in solo and ensemble contexts, using their voices and playing musical instruments with
increasing accuracy, fluency, control and expression
improvise and compose music for a range of purposes using the inter-related dimensions of music
listen with attention to detail and recall sounds with increasing aural memory
use and understand staff and other musical notations
appreciate and understand a wide range of high-quality live and recorded music drawn from different
traditions and from great composers and musicians
develop an understanding of the history of music.
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Key stage 2
KS2
POS

Pupils should be taught to sing and play musically with increasing confidence and control. They should develop
an understanding of musical composition, organising and manipulating ideas within musical structures and
reproducing sounds from aural memory.
Pupils should be taught to:
play and perform in solo and ensemble contexts, using their voices and playing musical instruments with
increasing accuracy, fluency, control and expression
improvise and compose music for a range of purposes using the inter-related dimensions of music
listen with attention to detail and recall sounds with increasing aural memory
use and understand staff and other musical notations
appreciate and understand a wide range of high-quality live and recorded music drawn from different
traditions and from great composers and musicians

develop an understanding of the history of music.
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● To sing in
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the musical

unison and to
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sing backing
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featured in

working together

other people’s
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thoughts about the

where they

songs.

music.
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how you fit
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working together

songs in the same
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● When you talk

style, talking

dynamics,

music and how
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about what stands

tempo, rhythm

it makes you
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and pitch)
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each of them,

music and how it
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makes you feel.
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the main

move to the
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sections of
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together in the

the songs
(intro, verse,

● To think about

chorus

the message of

etc.)

songs.

songs.
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● To enjoy
exploring singing

To sing in solo,

solo.

unison
and in parts

To listen to the

with clear

group when

diction,

Singing:

singing.

controlled pitch

To sing in solo,

● To demonstrate

of
phrase

and with sense

● To listen to

unison and in

a good singing

each other and

parts with clear

posture.

● Talk about the

be aware of how

diction,

music and how it

you fit into the

controlled pitch

● To follow a

makes you feel.

group.

and with sense

leader when

of phrase.

singing.

● Create simple
up to five

○ Name some

● To compare

of the

two songs in the

instruments

same style,

Singing

● To sing with

they heard in

talking about

To sing in solo,

awareness of

Composition

Playing/Performing

the songs

what stands

unison and in

being ‘in tune’.
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Skills:

out musically in

parts with clear

○ The

each of them,

diction, controlled

To sing in solo,

● Create simple

● Play a musical

historical

their similarities

pitch

unison

melodies using

instrument with

context of

and differences.

and with sense of

and in parts with

up to five

the correct

phrase

clear

different notes

technique within

the songs.

● To sing with
being ‘in tune’.

Singing:

Unit

● To listen to

musical words.

○ Any musical

the songs and

Singing:

What else

● Listen

diction, controlled

and simple

the context

was going on

carefully and

pitch

rhythms that

of the Unit song.

at

respectfully to

and with sense of

work musically

Composition
Skills:

melodies using
different notes
and simple
rhythms that
work musically
with the style
of the Unit
song.

this time?

other people’s

● To demonstrate

thoughts about

a good singing

the

posture.

phrase

with the style of
the Unit song.

● Select and

● Explain the

learn an

keynote or

instrumental part

home note and

music.

● To follow a

● Play a musical

● Explain the

that matches

the structure of

● When you talk

leader when

instrument with

keynote or home

their musical

the melody.

try to use

singing.

musical words.

the correct

note and the

challenge, using

technique within

structure of the

one of the

melody.

● To experience

the context

● To talk about

rapping and solo

of the Unit song.

the musical

singing.

dimensions

● Select and

● Listen to and

differentiated

reflect upon

parts – a one-

the developing

● Listen to and

note, simple or

composition and

reflect upon the

medium part or

make

working together

● To listen to

learn an

developing

the melody of the

musical

in the Unit

each other and be

instrumental part

composition and

song from memory

decisions about

songs.

aware of how you

that matches their

make

or using

how the melody

fit into the group.
● Talk about the

musical

musical decisions

notation

connects with

challenge, using

about how the

.

the song.

music and how

● To sing with

one of the

melody connects

● To rehearse

it makes you

awareness of

differentiated

with the song.

and perform their

● Record the

feel.

being ‘in tune’.

part within the

composition in

note, simple or

parts – a one● Record the

context of the

any way

Unit song.

appropriate that

Singing:

Playing and

medium part or

composition in

● To sing in

Performing Skills

the melody of the

any way

unison and to
sing backing
vocals.

recognises the

song from memory

appropriate that

Composition Skills:

connection

To play and

or using

recognises the

● Listen to and

between sound

perform

notation.

with accuracy,

connection

reflect upon the

and symbol

between sound

developing

(e.g.

● To enjoy

fluency,

● To rehearse and

and symbol (e.g.

composition and

graphic/pictorial

exploring singing

control and

perform their part

graphic/pictorial

make

notation).

solo.

expression

within the context

notation).

musical decisions

To listen to the

of the Unit song.

about how the

group when

To think about the

singing.

audience when

Playing

performing and

follow musical

Play a musical

● To

how to create a

instructions from

instrument with

● Record the

demonstrate a

specific effect.

a leader.

● To listen to and

Playing

melody connects
with the song.

Play a musical
instrument with
the correct

the correct

composition in

technique

good singing

technique within

any way

within the

posture.

the context

context

● To follow a

Create and

● To lead a

leader when

Compose Skills:

rehearsal session.

singing.

● Select and
To create

● To experience

of the Unit song.

increasingly

Composition Skills:

appropriate that

of the Unit

recognises the

song.

connection

learn an

between sound

● Select and

instrumental part

and symbol (e.g.

learn an

rapping and solo

complicated

that matches

graphic/pictorial

instrumental

singing.

rhythmic and

● Create simple

their musical

notation).

part that

melodic phrases

melodies using up

challenge, using

matches their

● To listen to

within given

to five different

one of the

musical

each other and

structures.

notes and simple

differentiated

challenge,

be aware of

rhythms that work

parts – a one-

using one of

how you fit into

musically with the

note, simple or

the

the group.

style of the Unit

medium part or

differentiated

song.

the melody of

parts – a one-

the song from

note, simple or

awareness of

● Explain the

memory or using

medium part or

being ‘in tune’.

keynote or home

notation.

the melody of

● To sing with

note and the

the song from

Playing

structure of the

Performance

memory or

Play a musical

melody.

Skills:

using

the correct

● Listen to and

performance and

technique within

reflect upon the

compare it to a

the context

developing

previous

of the Unit

composition and

performance.

song.

make

● To discuss and

instrument with

● To record the

musical decisions

talk musically

● Select and

about how the

about it – “What

learn an

melody connects

went well?” and

instrumental

with the song.

“It

matches their

● Record the

even better if...?”

part that

would have been

musical

composition in any

challenge, using

way appropriate

one of the

that recognises

differentiated

the

notatio

parts – a one-

connection

note, simple or

between sound

medium part or

and symbol (e.g.

the melody of

graphic/pictorial

the song from

notation).

memory or using
notation.
● To rehearse
and perform
their part within
the context of
the Unit song.
● To listen to
and follow
musical
instructions from
a leader.
● To lead a
rehearsal
session.

